
Is Your Cybersecurity 
Strategy Breach-Proof?

As enterprise businesses and employees 
increase their digital footprint, there are more 
and more credentials that employees are 
expected to manage...

70% of people spent more time online and created 
50% more accounts than the previous year.1

"Too many passwords” is a key challenge for 
36% of large organizations.2

of breaches involve a human element, like phishing, 
stolen credentials, and human error.3

65% of people always or mostly use the same 
password or variation.4

85%

...but poor user behavior continues 
to impede progress while creating 

security gaps in an overarching 
cybersecurity strategy.

Availability and implementation of identity and 
access management solutions are not consistent 
across large organizations, leaving worrisome 
gaps – and open digital doors. 

MFA is unsustainable on every access point. 
When every app requires authentication, employees experience too 
much friction to access their information and can impede adoption. 

Relying solely on SSO won’t cover every login. 
Not all apps and web services are compatible with the Security 
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) that SSO uses.
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ENTERPRISE PASSWORD MANAGEMENT

How can you bridge these gaps and prevent 
hackers from knocking on the digital doors 
of your business? 

Use password 
management for 
everything else. 

Turn on SSO for 
frequently used 

accounts. 

Enable MFA for high 
priority apps and 

visible entry points. 

LastPass Business reduces friction for employees while increasing control 
and visibility with an enterprise password management solution that is easy 
to manage and e�ortless to use. 
 

With over 1 billion sites secured, 
33 million users, and 100,000 Business 
customers, LastPass makes online 
security simple.  
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Learn More

IT leaders understand that passwords pose a 
serious threat to their business especially in 
the face of increasingly expensive breaches.

89% of IT leaders place a critical or high priority on 
mitigating password-related risk.5

The global average total cost of a data breach was 
$4.24 million USD in 2021, the largest cost increase 
(10%) in the last seven years.6
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Ready to get started
with LastPass Business? Learn More
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